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FREEDOM IS
JUST AROUND
THE CORNER–
THE LUST
TO TRAVEL &
EXPERIENCE
NEW PLACES IS
UPON US
Front cover: Isha wears CC328 navy peak lapel jacket worn with CE1872-0003/0005 white denim trousers,
SH00169 light washed denim shirt and dark brown pebble grain leather loafers.
Isha wears vegan suede utility jacket in mid brown, COG024 off-white drawstring chinos and sunglasses by Maui Jim at Glimpse.

Editor: Anna Moore, photography: Sean Gleason, models: Isha Blaaker and Viktoryia Bogoslavceva, stills photography: Luke Kirwan,
art direction: Karen Davidson, hair and make up: Nancy Mae, wardrobe: Aaron Foster, production: James English, thanks to Melia Salinas.
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“Our SPRING
LINEN DUSTER
COAT and buttery soft
UTILITY JACKET
are seen in DESERT
TONES”

ON THE ROAD
THE UTILITY JACKET was originally

worn as a protective layer – its button

designed as a utilitarian worker’s garment,

front, as well as lots of patch pockets for

first worn by railway labourers and engineers

storing small tools, perfect for withstanding

in France during the 1800s. Traditionally

the demands of physical jobs. The utility

made from hardy cotton or moleskine this

jacket has moved away from these origins

jacket with its loose style meant it could be

but still has the classic appeal of work-wear.

Viktoriya wears CLCH672220 pink duster coat, LPN712051
pink virgin wool skirt and sunglasses by Anne et Valentin at Glimpse.
Opposite: Isha wears vegan suede utility jacket in mid brown,
COG024 off-white drawstring chinos, dark brown pebble grain
leather loafers and sunglasses by Maui Jim at Glimpse.
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GOOD
THINGS
COME TO
THOSE
WHO WAIT
The concept of creating something completely to your
style is the beauty of bespoke; from selecting the cut,
colour and cloth to the thread and buttons. Alongside the
obvious appeal of the perfect fit, there is the additional
benefit of buying into something sustainable. A timeless
investment that comes with purchasing a piece of history
that will be passed down to future generations.

Viktoriya wears CU411 double-breasted oversized sky-blue two-piece suit,
denim blue suede block heels and sunglasses by Anne et Valentin at Glimpse.
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THE BOMBER
From a long lineage of military
flight jackets came the most famous,
known as the MA-1 it birthed many
of the ubiquitous features found
today – becoming the most iconic
take on a bomber. Created in 1949
as a reaction to advancements in
aviation technology, better-equipped
planes meant pilots could move away
from chunky leather and fur-lined
jackets in favour of streamlined
jackets with elasticated collars and
hems, an orange lining was added to
aid rescues in the event of a crash,
many of these features are still seen
today even as the bomber morphs
into ever more casual styles.

CONTEMPORARY
CLASSICS ON
COLOUR POPS
ELEVATE THE EVERYDAY WITH SOFT TAILORING, SEAMLESS KNITWEAR
AND OUR NEW COLLECTION OF CUSTOM CASUAL JACKETS

Isha wears TR2580 camel bomber jacket, John Smedley Park cream knitted t-shirt, COG023 light sand drawstring chinos and ivory, sand and taupe suede joggers.
Opposite: Isha wears CC333 blue and white boucle double-breasted suit with white box calf leather sneakers with a gum sole.
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THE HARRINGTON
The slightly contentious history of
the Harrington begins in the UK
during the 1930s, originally developed
for the great outdoors, traditionally
with a water repellent shell, a mandarin
collar and an umbrella inspired vent
on the back, all to aid the run-off of
rain. It wasn’t until the 1960s, after
being worn by Ryan O’Neill so often
whilst playing the character ‘Rodney
Harrington’ in the TV show ‘Peyton
Place’ that it gained its name. Seen on
the likes of Steve McQueen and Elvis
the ‘Harrington’ has become a must
have wardrobe staple.

STEAL FROM
SPORTSWEAR, WITH
BESPOKE RUNNERS
IN TONAL HUES
Isha wears TRE2477 navy Harrington jacket and WAS006
light blue stretch denim jeans.
Opposite: Viktoriya wears K10013 off-white sleeveless
merino knit worn with CLCH672220 pink slim trousers and
box calf and suede white sneakers with a gum sole.
Jogger sneakers in ivory, camel and taupe kid suede.
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ESCAPE THE
MOODY BLUES
FROM LIGHT-WASHED DENIM SHIRTS TO
SLEEK CUT DENIM SUITS AND WASHED
DARK INDIGO JEANS, DURABLE DENIM IS
OFFICIALLY THE CLOTH OF THE SEASON.
The origins of Denim are remarkably humble, although
its journey through the years has been anything but.
The fabric itself was first woven in France in ‘Serge
De Nimes’ therefore the Anglicization to denim, it
was during the gold rush era in America however that
it really took off as work-wear where it was loved for
its hard-wearing and durable virtues. Denim jeans have
since become one of the most ubiquitous garments
in the western world. Denim’s significance has rarely
dimmed or wavered throughout its 150-year life span
– from basic beginnings representing the blue-collar
worker, denim has become one of the most exciting
fabrics to work with becoming our muse for the season,
showing its versatility from jeans to classical tailoring.

Viktoriya wears 907-1872 m003/001 two-piece denim suit worn
with SH00242 geometric shirt, camel cap-toe suede lace-up boots
and sunglasses by Anne et Valentin at Glimpse.
Isha wears CC319 two-piece suit worn with SH00162 button-down
white shirt and dark brown pebble grain leather loafers.
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“COLOUR
COMBINATIONS OF
DENIM AND TAN ECHO
THE TRADITIONAL
TOBACCO BROWN
HEMSTITCHING ON
INDIGO JEANS”

Opposite: Viktoriya wears 907-1872 m003/001
two-piece denim suit, camel cap-toe suede lace-up
boots and sunglasses by Anne et Valentin at Glimpse.
Hat and top stylists own.
Isha wears CC319 two-piece suit worn with SH00162
button-down white shirt.
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“STATEMENT SOFT
SUEDE AND CHAIN BLOCK
HEELS WILL ELEVATE
YOUR SPRING LOOK”

Viktoriya wears CLCH67218 double-breasted brown jacket worn with 1872--0003-0002 dark blue denim trousers and sand suede block heels with gold chain.
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“Selvedge denim is woven
by SKILLED ARTISANS–
considered to be the most
PREMIUM DENIM
AVAILABLE”

Opposite: Isha wears CC332 brown jersey double-breasted jacket worn with John Smedley Park cream knitted t-shirt, WAS001
red cast rinse stretch denim jeans and SUSP06 sand perforated suede sneakers.
WAS015 light blue selvedge denim jeans, WAS014 used blue selvedge denim jeans and WAS013 mid blue selvedge denim jeans.
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PIN-SHARP
EARN YOUR
STRIPES
ELEVATED CLASSICS
OF CHALK STRIPE AND
PINSTRIPE FOR HIS AND
HERS TAILORING
The one thing it seems historians can agree
on when it comes to Pinstripe is that it
originated in Britain at the turn of the
twentieth century. Some hold the opinion
that it was first worn by bankers with the
stripes an indication of the bank identities,
others say it has its origins in the sporting
world particularly the boating uniforms
of the ninetieth century. It surged in
popularity in the 20s and 30s during the
prohibition period only to fall out of favour
until worn by Cary Grant and Clark Gable
in the 40s it has never gone away again
and to this day remains a classic having
moved away from its banking and business
roots into a high fashion arena.

Opposite: Isha wears CC336 striped sky-blue two-piece
suit, SH00253 white linen Mao-collar shirt and white box
calf leather sneakers with a gum sole.
Viktoriya wears LPN724031 double breasted two-piece suit.
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SARTORIAL
RESORT
WEAR

FROM ITS MILITARY ORIGINS at the turn of
the 20th century, the Safari Jacket was purpose
made to provide soldiers with a lightweight
breathable jacket. With its bellows pockets, it
had enough space for equipment and a belt to
keep everything in place making it the perfect
design for the climate and time. It was then
adopted by well-heeled society men and women
of the 40s who loved the idea of the exotic
Safari, it graduated to the big screen with a bang
when Roger Moore sported it throughout his
tenure as Bond and has become an icon of utility
wear to this day worn with a T-shirt and chinos it
is the perfect casual option.

“The perfect
COVER-UP STYLE
for SPRING &
SUMMER NIGHTS”
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Opposite: Isha wears CC338 beige safari jacket worn with
WAS001 red cast stretch blue denim jeans and sunglasses
by Anne et Valentin at Glimpse.
Isha wears K10012 grey merino no button polo worn with
C183/13 pale blue shorts and sunglasses as above.
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SEAMLESS LUXURY
with our CUSTOM
MADE KNITWEAR

Isha wears K10019 camel five button cardigan worn with white knitted John Smedley Park t-shirt,
cotton004 white cotton shorts and white box calf leather sneakers with gum sole. Hat stylists own.

CE1872-003/005 white formal trousers, CAC700366 white
textured cotton cuban collar shirt, SHS0001 striped cuban collar shirt
and sunglasses by Anne et Valentin at Glimpse.

GET SHIRTY
FROM PERFORMANCE KNIT STRETCH TO 100% COTTON AND LINEN CLOTHS, OUR
CUSTOM-MADE SHIRT COLLECTION CAN BE CREATED IN SHALLOW BUTTONDOWN, MAO OR CUBAN COLLAR OPTIONS FOR SMART-CASUAL VACATION WEAR
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STRUCTURED
TAILORING
A RETURN TO DRESSING UP for business or pleasure. Invest in
tailored pieces created specifically for you, that belong in your wardrobe
forever. Luxury Italian cloths of classic crosshatch grey and hopsack black
are at home in the boardroom or ballroom. Green boucle cloth is a bold
addition to the tailored wardrobe for Spring and can be mixed in with plain
black separates, see page 35.
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Opposite: Isha wears CC334 green and black boucle
two-piece suit worn with SH00043 white poplin shirt,
black twill silk tie and black suede split toe derby shoes.
Isha wears CC316 three-piece suit worn with SH00162
white button-down shirt and anthracite twill silk tie.
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THE ULTIMATE IN SOFT STRETCHY COMFORT–
THIS LORO PIANA JERSEY CLOTH LOOKS
SHARP AS A TWO PIECE OR TEAM THE BLAZER,
NAUTICAL STYLE, WITH WHITE DENIM

JERSEY GIRL
TWO WAYS
TO WEAR
JERSEY CLOTH originates from ‘Jersey’ in the

but by looping a single strand of yarn, now it

Channel Islands. It was primarily used to make

is known for its comfort, two-way stretch,

underwear and fishermen’s sweaters as far back

and ability to adapt to the wearer's movements.

as the Middle Ages, comfortable and robust

Available in precious kinds of cashmere and

clothes suited to a hard life at sea! Jersey cloth

wools, it has taken on a feel that beautifully

is created without a warp and weft structure,

combines casual and luxury.

Viktoriya wears LPN712069 navy double-breasted jacket, S17023 cream denim flared trousers.
Opposite: Viktoriya wears as above but worn as a two-piece suit. Top stylists own.
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Viktoriya wears CLCH672220 pink jacket, worn with S17023 cream
denim trousers and nude leather heels.
Opposite: Viktoriya wears CLCH672260 candy stripe suit, trousers and
skirt with sunglasses by Anne et Valentin at Glimpse. Top stylists own.

CANDY-COATED
PIECES FOR
WORK AND PLAY
OUR WOMEN’S TAILORING comes in three pieces, for the ultimate
wearer versatility; seen here in our house style of single-breasted blazer
worn with pencil skirt and slim cigarette pant options.
To transition your tailoring effortlessly from work to the weekend; style
your classic blazer with denim, knitwear, and elegant leather accessories.
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TIMELESS
STAPLES THAT
CAN BE WORN
IN A MULTITUDE
OF WAYS

Viktoriya wears LPN712063 navy two-piece suit worn with SH00173 white small penny-collar shirt and white marble patent leather heels.
Opposite: Viktoriya wears as above with a with pencil skirt and K10013 off-white sleeveless five button cardigan.
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ON TOP OF
THE WORLD
A TAILORING
LOVE STORY
BRIDE, GROOM OR GUEST?
A wedding is the ultimate showcase for bespoke tailoring.
From lounge suits to three-pieces and classic tailcoats, our tailors
can advise on the right style for you and your wedding.
For a contemporary alternative to the dress – our Hollywood
ivory satin-edged tuxedo, can be worn again and again to dinners
or red carpet events.

Isha wears CC256 three-piece black boucle suit worn with SH00162 white button-down collar shirt,
black twill silk tie and black kid suede split toe derby shoes.
Viktoriya wears TTL2410 ivory two-piece tuxedo suit with nude leather heels. Top stylists own.
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Isha wears CC256 three-piece black boucle suit worn with SH00162 white button-down collar shirt,
black twill silk tie and gold aviators by Maui Jim at Glimpse.
Opposite: Viktoriya wears TTL2410 ivory two-piece tuxedo suit with nude leather heels. Top stylists own.
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Travel in Style–
LUXE LUGGAGE for
the GREAT ESCAPE

The Getaway – The ultimate weekend bag, with its unique angled shape, this holdall has space for all essentials in its canvas lined interior. Seen here in midnight luxury nubuck.

Isha wears EVE039 baby blue faille wool three-piece suit worn with SH00043 white poplin shirt, white leather derby shoes. Tie models own.
Viktoriya wears TTL2410 ivory two-piece tuxedo suit with white marble patent leather heels. Top stylists own.
Back cover: Viktoriya wears 907-1872 m003/001 two-piece denim suit worn with SH00242 geometric shirt, sunglasses by Anne et Valentin at Glimpse.
Isha wears CC319 two-piece suit worn with SH00162 button-down white shirt.
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